“We have never dreamt of incorporating into our Union any but the Caucasian race – the free white race . . . Ours, sir, is the government of a white race . . . The fatal error of placing these colored races on an equality with the white race . . . has destroyed the social arrangement which formed the basis of this society . . . None but people advanced to a very high state of moral and intellectual improvement are capable of maintaining free government.”

JOHN C. CALHOUN
SPEECH TO THE U.S. SENATE
JANUARY 4, 1848

John Caldwell Calhoun, Yale class of 1804, rose to political prominence in 1811, when he won a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. There, he helped maneuver the nation into the devastating War of 1812. After serving as Secretary of War under President James Monroe, Calhoun was elected Vice President under John Adams in 1824. He continued in the office during President Andrew Jackson’s first term. In 1833 Calhoun joined the Senate, where he represented South Carolina until 1849, one year before his death.

Calhoun championed slavery as a necessary and proper American institution. As the nation grew and abolitionism spread, he spearheaded a defense of slavery, states’ rights, and Southern autonomy. A proud and unrepentant slaveholder, he argued to the U.S. Senate in 1837, “Never before has the Black race of Central Africa, from the dawn of history to the present day, attained a condition so civilized and so improved, not only physically but morally and intellectually. It came among us in a low, degraded and savage condition, and . . . has grown up under the fostering care of our Institution.”

By the closing years of his career, Calhoun had allowed his conviction in the rectitude of slavery to undermine even his loyalty to the Union. His speeches and writings deepened the divisions that led the nation into civil war.

An eloquent and zealous statesman, John C. Calhoun centered his life’s work on the defense and expansion of Black enslavement. He was a self-avowed white supremacist, and few in our history have done more to promote prejudice, violence and human suffering within the nation. Yet in 1933 the University honored him in naming this college. Graced as they were with a broad gallery of famed alumni, Yale could not have contradicted more fully the enlightened, dynamic spirit that is the purpose, beauty, and core of a liberal arts education.

As scholars and citizens we must uphold intellectual vitality and freedom. John C. Calhoun, through his vehement devotion to white supremacy, turned his back on the Light and Truth that Yale strives to advance. In naming this college, those who chose to honor Calhoun condoned his racism, and also failed the lofty and often daunting call of liberal education.

At Yale we are obliged through our social and intellectual discourse to challenge and accept challenges. Even as we respect the notions of the past, we must assess our intellectual heirlooms before passing them to posterity. Though we accept our college’s namesake, we denounce John C. Calhoun’s legacy of bigotry. And we hope that our confrontation of an ill-considered decision may en-bolden and edify others as they examine their own intellectual inheritances, and challenge the previously unchallenged.
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